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Abstract The development of parametric analysis tools based on Abstract Interpre-
tation relies on a clean separation between a generic fixpoint approximation engine
and its main parameter, the abstract domain: a safe integration requires that the en-
gine uses each domain operator according to its specification. Widening operators
are special, among other reasons, in that they lack a single, universally adopted spec-
ification. In this paper we review the specification and usage of widenings in several
open-source implementations of abstract domains and analysis tools. While doing
this, we witness a mismatch that potentially affects the correctness of the analysis,
thereby suggesting that the specification of widenings should be “fixed”. We also
provide some evidence that a fixed widening specification matching the classical one
allows for precision and efficiency improvements.

1 Introduction

Abstract Interpretation (AI) [17, 18, 19] is a mature research field, with many years
of research and development that led to solid theoretical results and strong practical
results. Among the many maturity indicators, the most important ones are probably
the following:

• the development of AI tools (analyzers, verifiers, etc.) is firmly based on the the-
oretical results; while some of these tools happen to take shortcuts for practical
reasons, these are usually identifiable and quite often well documented;
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• some AI tools have been industrialized and commercialized; we only mention
here the remarkable case of Astrée [10];

• there is growing support for collaborative work, including open-source libraries
of abstract domains and AI frameworks; hence, it is relatively easy to extend,
combine and compare AI tools;

• in recent years, the synergy between theory and practice has been fostered by the
rather common usage of pairing research papers with corresponding artifacts,
allowing for repeatability evaluations and even competitions between AI tools.

As a rough attempt at summarizing all the positive consequences of working in a
mature research field, one may state the following: the knowledgeable members of
the AI community (which are not necessarily experts) know what it is needed in
order to have things go right; also, they can tell when things are going wrong.

In this paper we will question the truth of the last part of the sentence above: we
will provide some evidence that, in the recent past, things may have gone wrong
without people noticing (even the experts).

We start by informally introducing the problem. The implementation of an AI-
based static analysis tool is greatly simplified by pursuing a clean separation of its
different components [35]: in particular, the development of a generic AI engine (i.e.,
the fixpoint approximation component) is kept distinct from the development of its
main parameter, the abstract domain. Quite often, these two components are designed
and implemented by different people, possibly working for distinct organizations. A
safe integration requires that the AI engine implements its functionalities by using a
subset of the semantic operators provided by the abstract domain and, in particular,
that each of these operators is used according to its formal specification. In order
to enable and foster collaborative work, it is therefore essential that the AI research
community converges towards a well-defined, uniform interface for these operators.
While this goal can be considered achieved for most semantic operators, it has been
surprisingly missed for widening operators: as we will see, widenings happen to be
implemented and used according to slightly different and incompatible specifications,
thereby becoming a potential source of interface mismatches that can affect the
correctness of AI tools. In this paper we will review the specification and usage of
widenings in several open-source implementations of abstract domains and analysis
tools, witnessing the above mentioned mismatch. We will also propose a solution
that, in our humble opinion, represents a further little step towards the maturity of
the research field: namely, we suggest to “fix” the specification of widenings by
choosing, once and for all, the one that more likely allows for preserving, besides
correctness, also efficiency and precision.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall AI-based static
analysis and the classical specification for widening operators. In Section 3, after
introducing an alternative specification for widenings, we classify open-source ab-
stract domain and AI engine implementations according to the adopted widening
specification. Building on this classification, in Section 4 we describe and compare
the possible kinds of abstract domain and AI engine combinations, discussing the
safety problems potentially caused by specification mismatches. In Section 5 we
propose to fix the specification of widenings, so as to solve the identified problems
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and also simplify the development of correct abstract domains and AI engines, while
avoiding inefficiencies and precision losses. We conclude in Section 6.

2 Background

In this section we briefly recall some basic concepts of Abstract Interpretation (AI)
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Interested readers are also referred to [41], which provides an
excellent tutorial focused on numerical properties. For exposition purposes, we will
describe here the classical AI framework based on Galois connections; however, as
discussed at length in [19], it is not difficult to preserve the overall correctness of the
analysis even when adopting weaker algebraic properties.

The semantics of a program is specified as the least fixpoint of a continuous
operator 5� : � → � defined on the concrete domain �, often formalized as a
complete lattice 〈�, v� ,t� ,u� ,⊥� ,>�〉. In most cases, the partial order relation
v� models both the computational ordering (used in the fixpoint computation)
and the approximation ordering (establishing the relative precision of the concrete
properties). The least fixpoint can be obtained as the limit

lfp 5� = t� { 28 | 8 ∈ N }

of the increasing chain 20 v� · · · v� 28+1 v� · · · of Kleene’s iterates, defined by
20

def
= ⊥� and 28+1

def
= 5� (28), for 8 ∈ N.

The goal of AI-based static analysis is to soundly approximate the concrete seman-
tics using a simpler abstract domain �, which is usually (but not always) formalized
as a bounded join semi-lattice 〈�, v�,t�,⊥�,>�〉. Intuitively, the relative precision
of the abstract elements is encoded by the abstract partial order v�, which should
mirror the concrete one. Formally, the concrete and abstract domains are related by a
Galois connection, which is a pair of monotone functions U : � → � and W : �→ �

satisfying
∀2 ∈ �,∀0 ∈ � : U(2) v� 0 ⇔ 2 v� W(0).

When � and � are related by a Galois connection, an abstract function 5� : �→ �

is a correct approximation of the concrete function 5� : � → � if and only if
U( 5� (2)) v� 5�(U(2)) for all 2 ∈ � or, equivalently, if 5� (W(0)) v� W( 5�(0)) for
all 0 ∈ �. Note that correct approximations are preserved by function composition;
hence the problem of approximating the concrete function 5� is usually simplified by
decomposing it into simpler functions (depending on the semantics of the considered
programming language), which are then approximated individually. As a matter
of fact, software libraries implementing abstract domains usually provide several
abstract operators approximating the most common concrete semantic operators
(addition/removal of program variables, assignments, conditional tests, merging of
different control flow paths, etc.).

By exploiting the correctness condition above, traditional AI-based static analysis
tools approximate the concrete semantics by computing abstract Kleene iterates. In
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principle, they will compute the sequence 00, . . . , 08+1, . . . defined by 00
def
=⊥�

and 08+1
def
= 5�(08), for 8 ∈ N: by induction, each abstract iterate is a correct

approximation of the corresponding concrete iterate, i.e., 28 v� W(08); moreover, if
the abstract sequence converges to an abstract element 0 def

= t�{ 08 | 8 ∈ N } ∈ �,
then the correctness relation also holds for the least fixpoint, i.e., lfp 5� v� W(0).

In general, however, the abstract sequence may not converge at all (since the
abstract function 5� is not required to be monotone nor extensive and neither the
abstract domain is required to be a complete lattice) or it may fail to converge in a
finite number of steps. The classical method to obtain a finite convergence guarantee
is by the use of widening operators; we recall here the classical specification for
widening operator as provided in [16, 17, 20] (see also [41]).

Definition 1 (Classical widening)
A widening O : � × �→ � is an operator such that:

1. ∀01, 02 ∈ � : (01 v� 01 O 02) ∧ (02 v� 01 O 02);
2. for all ascending sequences 00 v� · · · v� 08+1 v� · · · , the ascending sequence
G0 v� · · · v� G8+1 v� · · · defined by G0 = 00 and G8+1 = G8 O 08+1 is not strictly
increasing.

The abstract increasing sequence with widening is G0 v� · · · v� G8+1 v� · · · , where
G0

def
=⊥� and, for each 8 ∈ N,

G8+1
def
= G8 O 5�(G8). (1)

Note that condition 1 in Definition 1 states that the widening is an upper bound
operator for the abstract domain; thismakes sure that the computed abstract sequence
is indeed increasing, thereby enabling the application of condition 2 and enforcing
convergence after a finite number : ∈ N of iterations, obtaining lfp 5� v� W(G: ).
Roughly speaking, since the classical widening is an upper bound operator, the AI
engine can directly use it in Eqn. (1) as a replacement of the join operator.

It is well known that the approximation computed by widening during the as-
cending sequence may be rather coarse and it can be improved by coupling it with a
corresponding decreasing sequence using narrowing operators [17, 19, 20]; it is also
possible to intertwine the ascending and descending phases [4]. Other techniques
(e.g., widening up-to [32], lookahead widening [27], stratified widening [43]) are
meant to directly improve the precision of the ascending sequence. All of these will
not be discussed further, as they are completely orthogonal to the goal of this paper.

3 On the Specification of Widening Operators

In the previous section we have recalled the classical specification for the widening
operator. However, a quick review of the literature on Abstract Interpretation shows
that such a formalization is not uniformly adopted. Quoting from [20, footnote 6]:
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Numerous variants are possible. For example, [. . . ]

An incomplete list of the possible variants includes:

• using a different widening for each iterate [14];
• using an =-ary or set-based widening [13, 19], depending on many (possibly all)
previous iterates;

• using a widening satisfying the minimalistic specification proposed in [42];
• using a widening for the case when the computational and approximation order-
ings are different [19, 49].

Some of these variants may be regarded has having (only) theoretical interest, as
their application in practical contexts has been quite limited. Here below we describe
in more detail the very first variant mentioned in [20, footnote 6], which has been
quite successful from a practical point of view, being adopted by a relatively high
number of open-source abstract domain libraries and AI tools.

Definition 2 (Alternative widening)
A widening O : � × �→ � is an operator such that:

1. ∀01, 02 ∈ � : 01 v� 02 =⇒ 02 v� 01 O 02;
2. for all ascending sequences 00 v� · · · v� 08+1 v� · · · , the ascending sequence
G0 v� · · · v� G8+1 v� · · · defined by G0 = 00 and G8+1 = G8 O 08+1 is not strictly
increasing.

When this alternative specification for the widening is adopted, then the (alternative)
abstract increasing sequence with widening G0 v� · · · v� G8+1 v� · · · is defined by
G0

def
=⊥� and, for each 8 ∈ N,

G8+1
def
= G8 O

(
G8 t� 5�(G8)

)
. (2)

When comparing the alternative and classical specifications, we see that:

• in condition 1 of Definition 2, it is required that 01 v� 02, so that this widening
is an upper bound operator only when this precondition is satisfied;

• in order for this assumption to hold, in Eqn. (2) the AI engine uses the join
G8 t� 5�(G8) as the second argument for the widening.

In other words, when adopting this alternative specification, the widening is meant
to be used in addition to the join operator, rather than as a replacement of the join as
was the case for the classical specification.

The option of choosing between the classical and alternative widening specifica-
tions has also been recalled more recently in [15]: in the main body of that paper it
is assumed that the abstract semantic function 5� is extensive, thereby fulfilling the
precondition of Definition 2; in [15, footnote 5] it is observed that the extensivity
requirement can be satisfied by using Eqn. (2); the classical widening specification
is instead described in [15, footnote 6].
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When considering parametric AI-based tools, the minor differences highlighted
in the comparison above are nonetheless very important from a practical point of
view, since they are directly affecting the interface boundary between the AI engine
component and the abstract domain component, which are quite often developed
independently. It is therefore essential to classify these components depending on
the widening specification they are adopting. In the following, we classify a subset
of the available abstract domains and AI tools: we will focus on numerical abstract
domains, but the reasoning can be extended to other abstract domains (e.g., the
domain of finite state automata [22] used for the analysis of string values [5]); also,
we only consider open-source implementations, since our classification is merely
based on source code inspection.

3.1 Classifying abstract domain implementations

The classification of an abstract domain implementation is based on checkingwhether
the corresponding widening operator is modeled according to Definition 1 or 2, i.e.,
whether or not it requires the precondition 01 v� 02. We consider most of the
domains provided by the open-source libraries APRON (Analyse de PROgrammes
Numériques) [37], ELINA (ETH LIbrary for Numerical Analysis) [23], PPL (Parma
Polyhedra Library) [7], PPLite [8] and VPL (Verified Polyhedron Library) [11], as
well as a few abstract domains that are embedded in specific AI tools, such as Frama-
C [38], IKOS [12] and Jandom [1]. The results of our classification are summarized
in Table 1.

abstract domain classical widening: Def. 1 alternative widening: Def. 2
(no precondition) (requires 01 v� 02)

intervals/boxes [16, 17] APRON★, IKOS, Jandom PPL
zones [40] ELINA★, IKOS PPL
octagons [40] APRON★, ELINA★, IKOS, Jandom PPL

polyhedra [21, 30] APRON, ELINA,
PPL, PPLite, VPL

parallelotopes [3] Jandom
interval congruences [39] Frama-C

Table 1 Classifying implementations of abstract domains based on widening specification

We discuss in some detail the case of the domain of intervals (which generalizes
to multi-dimensional boxes).

Definition 3 (Interval abstract domain)
The lattice of intervals on I ∈ {Z,Q} has carrier

Itv = {⊥} ∪
{
[ℓ, D]

�� ℓ ∈ I ∪ {−∞}, D ∈ I ∪ {+∞}, ℓ ≤ D }
,
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partially ordered by ⊥ v G, for all G ∈ Itv, and

[ℓ1, D1] v [ℓ2, D2] ⇐⇒ ℓ1 ≥ ℓ2 ∧ D1 ≤ D2.

Almost all implementations of this domain adopt the definition of interval widening
provided in [16, 17], matching the classical specification of Definition 1:

Definition 4 (Classical widening on intervals)

The interval widening O : Itv × Itv→ Itv is defined by G O ⊥ def
= ⊥ O G def

= G, for
all G ∈ Itv, and [ℓ1, D1] O [ℓ2, D2]

def
= [(ℓ2 < ℓ1 ? −∞ : ℓ1), (D2 > D1 ? +∞ : D1)].

In contrast, the implementation provided by the PPL [7] is based on the alternative
widening specification of Definition 2:

Definition 5 (Alternative widening on intervals)

The interval widening O : Itv× Itv→ Itv is defined by ⊥ O G def
= G, for all G ∈ Itv,

and [ℓ1, D1] O [ℓ2, D2]
def
= [(ℓ2 ≠ ℓ1 ? −∞ : ℓ1), (D2 ≠ D1 ? +∞ : D1)].

One may wonder what Definition 5 is going to gain with respect to Definition 4:
technically speaking, the main motivation for adding a precondition to a procedure
is to enable optimizations; for instance, when considering intervals with arbitrary
precision rational bounds, testing A1 ≠ A2 is more efficient than testing A1 < A2.1

Weakly relational domains, such as zones and octagons [40], are characterized by
widening operators that are almost identical to those defined on intervals (these three
domains can be seen as instances of the template polyhedra construction [46]). We
can thus repeat the observations made above to conclude that almost all implemen-
tations adopt the classical widening specification, while the PPL implementation
keeps adopting the alternative one.

The case of library APRON deserves a rather technical, pedantic note. All the ab-
stract domains provided by this library are meant to implement a common interface,
whose C language documentation states the following:2
ap_abstract1_t ap_abstract1_widening(ap_manager_t* man,

ap_abstract1_t* a1,
ap_abstract1_t* a2)

Widening of a1 with a2. a1 is supposed to be included in a2.

That is, all the domains in APRON, including boxes and octagons, are meant to im-
plement the alternative widening specification; hence, even though the actual source
code implementing the widenings for boxes has always been based on Definition 4
(up to version 0.9.13), in principle any future release of the library may decide to
change its inner implementation details and switch to Definition 5. However, since
this is an unlikely scenario, in Table 1 we keep these implementations in the column
of the classical widening (marking them with a star). A similar observation applies

1 Arbitrary precision rationals are usually represented as canonicalized fractions; hence, testing for
equality is relatively cheap, whereas testing =1

31
<
=2
32

may require two arbitrary precision products.
2 Similar sentences are found in the documentation of the C++ and OCaml interfaces.
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to the domains in the ELINA library since, as far as we can tell, its programming
interface is meant to be identical to that of APRON; in this case, however, there is
no clear statement in the documentation.

Things are rather different when considering the domain of convex polyhedra:
even though the standard widening operator defined in [21, 30] is modeled according
to the classical specification, it turns out that all the available implementations are
adopting the alternative specification of Definition 2 (no matter if considering the
standard widening of [21, 30] or the more precise widenings defined in [6, 8]).

The expert reader might note that Table 1 provides a rather incomplete summary,
lacking entries for many numerical domains. We stress that the only purpose of this
table is to witness a non-uniform situation; this is further confirmed by the last two
lines of the table, where we have considered a couple of less popular abstract domain
implementations (parallelotopes [3] and interval congruences [39]).

It is also instructive to extend our review to consider the case of an abstract domain
satisfying the ACC (Ascending Chain Condition), meaning that all its ascending
chains are finite. We still require a widening operator for the following reasons:

1. to obtain a uniform abstract domain interface, which simplifies the generic
implementation of AI engines;

2. to accelerate (rather than ensure) the convergence of the abstract iteration se-
quence, when the abstract domain contains very long increasing chains.

When the last reason above does not apply, an obvious option is to define a dummy
widening operator, intuitively based on the abstract join operator t�, so as to avoid
precision losses as much as possible. Once again, we are faced with the choice of
adopting the classical specification of Definition 1, leading to

01 O 02
def
= 01 t� 02, (3)

or the alternative specification of Definition 2, exploiting precondition 01 v� 02 to
improve efficiency, and hence obtaining

01 O 02
def
= 02. (4)

As an example, the sign domain [17] found in the Frama-C framework implements
its dummy widening according to Eqn. (3):
sign_domain.ml: let widen = join

whereas the same framework implements the widening for the generic lattice set
domain according to Eqn. (4):3
abstract_interp.ml: let widen _wh _t1 t2 = t2

This is somehow surprising, since one would expect that all the abstract domains
implemented in a given framework are developed according to the same specification.

3 Parameter _wh, which is ignored, is meant to provide widening hints [10].
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3.2 Classifying AI engine implementations

We now turn our attention to the other side of the interface, checking how widening
operators are used in different AI engines, that is whether they use widenings to
replace joins, as in Eqn. (1), or in addition to joins, as in Eqn. (2). The results of
this second classification are summarized in Table 2. As before, we are focusing on
a rather limited subset of the available open-source AI engines, since our only goal
is to show that, again, we have a non-uniform situation.

classical engine: Eqn. (1) alternative engine: Eqn. (2)
(only widening) (join + widening)
CPAchecker [9] (CPAchecker + APRON polyhedra)
DIZY [45] Frama-C [38]
GoLiSA [44] Goblint [50]
IKOS [12] Interproc [36]
Jandom [1] (Jandom + PPL domains)
LiSA [24] PAGAI [34]

SeaHorn/Crab [29] (SeaHorn/Crab + Boxes)

Table 2 Classifying AI engines based on widening specification

It is worth stressing that, in this case, the classification process is more difficult,
because there are AI tools that try to avoid the widening specification mismatch
by adapting their own AI engine depending on the abstract domain chosen for the
analysis. For instance, CPAchecker, Jandom and SeaHorn/Crab are all classified to
follow the classical specification, as they usually only apply the widening opera-
tor. However, they switch to the alternative specification (computing joins before
widenings) when using, respectively, the polyhedra domain provided by APRON,
the abstract domains provided by PPL and the abstract domain of Boxes [28]; these
special cases are reported in Table 2 in parentheses.4

4 Combinations of Abstract Domains and AI Engines

In the previous section we have seen that widening implementation in abstract
domains and widening usage in AI engines can be classified according to the speci-
fication they are meant to follow. Here we consider all possible ways to combine the
two components inside an AI tool. Even though we will often refer to combinations
that are actually found in some of the available tools, the discussion is meant to be
more general: that is, we also target potential combinations of engines and domains

4 Our classification is based on human code review, hence it is error prone: we may have missed
other specific combinations treated as special cases.
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that have never been implemented in the considered AI tools; the idea is that these
combinations are anyway possible when assuming a collaborative context.5

The possible combinations are classified in Table 3, where we highlight in italic
blue the safe portions of the specification (i.e., the parts making sure that we will
obtain a correct analysis result), while highlighting inboldface red the risky portions
of the specification (whose correctness depends on assumptions that should be
satisfied by the other interfaced component). Also note that in the table, for exposition
purposes, we use IKOS (resp., PAGAI) to actually represent any AI engine adopting
the classical (resp., alternative) engine specification; similarly, we use APRON’s
octagons (resp., polyhedra) to represent any abstract domain whose widening is
implemented according to the classical (resp., alternative) widening specification.

AI engine
widening classical: Def. 1 alternative: Def. 2

(no precondition) (requires 01 v� 02)

classical: Eqn. (1)
(only widening) IKOS + octagons IKOS + polyhedra

alternative: Eqn. (2)
(join + widening) PAGAI + octagons PAGAI + polyhedra

Table 3 Classifying possible combinations of AI engines and widenings

We now briefly describe the four kinds of combination.

IKOS + octagons. This combination matches the classical specification in [16, 17,
20], whose safety is ensured by Definition 1.

PAGAI + polyhedra. This combination matches the alternative widening specifica-
tion of [20, footnote 6], whose safety is ensured by Eqn. (2). The combination
Frama-C + generic lattice set mentioned previously can be seen to be another
instance of this kind, where the abstract domain satisfies the ACC.

PAGAI + octagons. This combination, which mixes the classical and alternative
specifications, is probably not explicitly described in the literature; it can thus
be interpreted as the result of a harmless specification mismatch. The safety
of the resulting analysis is clearly ensured (by adopting a belt and suspenders
approach). The combination Frama-C + signs mentioned previously can be
seen to be another instance of this hybrid approach, where the abstract domain
satisfies the ACC.

IKOS + polyhedra. This combination is once again mixing the classical and al-
ternative specifications, but in this case both the AI engine and the widening
implementation take a risky approach, assuming that the other component will
do what is required to obtain safety. Since neither assumption is satisfied, safety
is (potentially) compromised.

5 Clearly, such an ideal scenario is sometimes limited by licencing issues and/or architectural and
programming language implementation barriers.
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In summary, of the four possible combination kinds, the first three are safe and
the last one is (potentially) unsafe.

4.1 Some thoughts on the unsafe combinations

Technically speaking, we are witnessing the violation of a programming contract:
depending on the implementation details, the outcome could be either the raising
of a well-defined error or an undefined behavior. In the first (unlikely) case, the
implementers are left with two options: either they simply report the problem to
the user, interrupting the static analysis process, or they workaround the issue by
arbitrarily returning a safe approximation of the actual result (e.g., the uninformative
top element >� ∈ �). In the more likely case of undefined behavior, the outcome is
obviously unpredictable. For instance, a few experiments on the unsafe combination
PAGAI + PPLite polyhedra6 resulted in observing any of the following:

• identical results;
• different safe results (which usually were precision losses);
• unsafe results;
• non termination of the analysis;
• segmentation faults.

It is worth stressing that this issue is well known by AI experts. For instance, in
the case of convex polyhedra, a full blown example showing the risk of missing the
inclusion requirement was provided in [6, Example 5]; the problem has also been
recalled more recently in [31]:

[. . . ] widening operators are generally designed under the assumption that their first operand
is smaller than the second one.

As we already observed, the precondition 01 v� 02 is often mentioned in the
documentation of software libraries (e.g., APRON, PPL and VPL) and in some of
them the implementers have added assertions to check it; however, these assertions
are executed only in debugging mode, which is often avoided for efficiency reasons.

The case of VPL [11] deserves a longer note. As its name suggests, the Verified
Polyhedron Library is meant to support verified computations on the domain of
convex polyhedra: that is, each library operation, besides providing the result, also
yields a correctness certificate; the result and the certificate can then be supplied
to a verification procedure, which is formally proved correct in Coq. Therefore, the
widening specification mismatch under investigation would have been a perfect fit
for the VPL setting. Unfortunately, the library developers decided that widening is
the one and only operator on polyhedra not requiring a certificate. Quoting from
VPL’s documentation:
Note that [widen p1 p2] relies on [p1] being included in [p2].
The result includes the two operands, although no certificate
is created.

6 As shown in Table 2, PAGAI is a safe AI engine; PAGAI is a variant obtained by removing the
computation of joins before widenings, i.e., replacing on purpose Eqn. (2) with Eqn. (1).
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Hence, VPL cannot promptly detect this kind of errors. In [25] it is argued that
widening operators need not be certified because the framework is anyway going
to formally check the computed post-fixpoint for inductiveness, so that any unsafe
result will be anyway identified (later on). However, as discussed above, unsafety is
just one of the possible undesired behaviors.

To summarize, under this non-uniform state of things, it is rather difficult to
guarantee that AI engines and abstract domains possibly developed by different
research groups are always combined safely. Indeed, a partial review of the literature
shows that a few unsafe combinations have been used, in recent years, in at least four
artifacts accepted in top level conferences:

1. a SAS 2013 artifact [45], combining DIZY with APRON polyhedra;
2. a POPL 2017 artifact [47], combining SeaHorn/Crab with (APRON, ELINA

and PPL) polyhedra;
3. a CAV 2018 artifact [48], combining SeaHorn/Crab with ELINA polyhedra;
4. a PLDI 2020 artifact [33], combining SeaHorn/Crab with ELINA polyhedra.

The unsafety of the last three artifacts, which are based on the SeaHorn/Crab
engine, has been confirmed by one of their authors.7

At this point, it might seem natural to question whether or not these AI tools are
actually computing unsafe results. Note that the answer is far from being obvious,
because these analyses might be often returning a correct result anyway: namely, they
might be losing safety in one iteration of the abstract sequence just to regain it at a
later iteration, possibly due to the usual over-approximations incurred by the abstract
semantic operators; this effect might even be amplified by the non-monotonicity of
widening operators. We actually conjecture that all these experimental evaluations
are almost never affected by the potential safety issue, so that they keep playing their
role in the context of the considered papers.

More importantly, it is our opinion that answering the question above is not
really interesting: as soon as a potential problem is identified, one should focus on
finding an adequate solution for the future, rather than looking for a specific example
witnessing an actual error in the past. This will be the goal of Section 5.

4.2 Comparing the safe combinations

We now compare the safe combinations, trying to understand whether there indeed
are good reasons to have three slightly different options.

We start by observing that any combination such as PAGAI + octagons is going to
lose some efficiency because the alternativeAI engine, by followingEqn. (2), is going
to compute joins that are completely useless. Hence, we are left with a comparison
of the two combinations corresponding to the classical (IKOS + octagons) and
alternative (PAGAI + polyhedra) specifications.

7 G. Singh, personal communication.
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Firstly, we should get rid of a false impression related to the efficiency of widen-
ings. When adopting the point of view of the abstract domain implementer, one may
think that the alternative specification is going to be less costly because it makes
possible to exploit the inclusion precondition without having to compute the expen-
sive join (recall the observation we made just after Definition 5). However, when
considering the AI tool as a whole, we can easily note that the computation of the
join is not really avoided: rather, it is just delegated to the AI engine component, so
that any corresponding overhead is still there.

Secondly, we will argue that the classical widening specification, by merging
join and widening into a single operator, can sometimes trigger improvements in
precision and/or efficiency. A potential precision improvement can be obtained when
considering abstract domains that are not semi-lattices [26], such as the domain of
parallelotopes [2, 3]. These domains are not provided with a least upper bound
operator; rather, when computing a join, they necessarily have to choose among
alternative, uncomparable upper bound operators: a poor choice typically leads to
precision losses. Hence, as observed in [2, 3], forcing a separation between the join
and the widening (as required in the alternative widening specification) is going to
complicate the choice of an appropriate upper bound; in contrast, an implementation
based on the classical widening will be able to exploit more context information
and preserve precision. By following the same reasoning, one could argue that an
implementation based on the classical widening specification may be able to apply
specific efficiency optimizations that would be prevented when separating the join
from the widening; we will show a concrete example in this respect in Section 5.1.

To summarize, among the safe combinations, those based on the classical widen-
ing specification seem to have a few advantages and no disadvantage at all.

5 Lesson learned and recommendation

The discussion in the previous section has shown that having different, not fully com-
patible specifications for the widening operators implemented in abstract domains
and used by AI engines can cause issues that potentially affect the overall correctness
of the analysis. Knowledgeable software engineers implementing AI tools may be
easily confused and evenAI expertsmay fail to detect these specificationmismatches,
since their consequences are quite often hidden.

In our humble opinion, this state of things should be corrected: when implement-
ing parametric static analysis tools following the traditional AI approach, we should
“fix” (i.e., stick to) a single and universally adopted specification for the widening
operators. For all we said in the previous section, our recommendation is to choose
the classical widening of [16, 17]. Namely,

• the abstract domain designers should followDefinition 1 andmake sure that their
widening is an upper bound operator (with no precondition), thereby solving all
the correctness issues; and
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• the AI engine designers should always adopt Eqn. (1), which slightly improves
efficiency by avoiding useless joins and can also preserve precision when the
analysis is using a non-lattice abstract domain.

It is worth stressing that, from a technical point of view, following the two
recommendations above is quite simple: there is no new functionality that needs to be
implemented; rather, the AI engine developers and the abstract domain implementers
only need to agree on a clearer separation of concerns. For instance, an abstract
domain implementing the alternative widening specification will have to wrap its
implementation using an upper bound operator, as follows.

Proposition 1 Let Orisky : �× �→ � be a widening operator satisfying Definition 2
and let t̃� : � × �→ � be an upper bound operator on � (not necessarily the least
one); then, the operator Osafe : � × �→ � defined by

∀01, 02 ∈ � : 01 Osafe 02
def
= 01 Orisky (01 t̃� 02)

is a widening satisfying Definition 1.

Note that the widening wrapping operation is often (already) implemented inside
classical AI engines that correctly interface an abstract domain implementing the
alternative widening specification. Hence, we are just suggesting to move this wrap-
ping operation (once and for all) into the abstract domain’s widening implementation,
thereby simplifying the parametric AI engine. In specific cases, the wrapped widen-
ing of Proposition 1 can be replaced by an ad hoc implementation meant to improve
its precision and/or its efficiency.

5.1 Safe widenings for convex polyhedra

As an interesting example, we discuss in more detail the case of the abstract domain
of topologically closed convex polyhedra, describing the several implementation
options that allow to transform a risky widening implementation (as found in any
one of the software libraries we considered) into a safe widening. For space reasons,
we will provide abridged definitions of the domain and its operators, referring the
interested reader to the well known literature [6, 21, 30, 46].

Let 〈CP=, ⊆,], ∅,R=〉 be the semi-lattice of =-dimensional topologically closed
convex polyhedra, where the least upper bound operator ] denotes the convex poly-
hedral hull; let also Ostd be an implementation of the standard widening operator
assuming the precondition %1 ⊆ %2. Clearly, the simplest option is to instantiate
Proposition 1 using ], thereby obtaining

%1 Oa %2
def
= %1 Ostd (%1 ] %2). (5)

However, as observed in [46], this could result in some waste of computational
resources. Roughly speaking, the standardwidening %1 Ostd %2 selects the constraints
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of %1 that are satisfied by %2. Hence, there is no real need to compute the least upper
bound of the two polyhedra, which is also going to compute new constraint slopes.
Rather, we can instantiate Proposition 1 by using the weak join operator tw,8 which
does not compute new constraint slopes:

%1 Ob %2
def
= %1 Ostd (%1 tw %2). (6)

A third option is to provide an ad hoc definition for the widening on polyhedra,
which simply avoids the explicit computation of least/weak upper bounds.

Definition 6 (Ad hoc classical widening on CP=)
Let %1, %2 ∈ CP= be represented by the constraint system �1 and the generator

system �2, respectively, where �1 = Eqs1 ∪ Ineqs1 is in minimal form. Consider
polyhedron % represented by � def

= �1 \ { 21 ∈ Ineqs1 | 62 ∈ �2 violates 21 }. Then,

%1 Oc %2
def
=

{
%1 ] %2, if (%1 = ∅) or (%2 = ∅) or (62 ∈ �2 violates 21 ∈ Eqs1);
%, otherwise.

Note that this is a well defined (i.e., semantic) widening operator, meaning that it
does not depend on the constraint representation. This property holds because:

1. it considers a constraint system �1 in minimal form;
2. it returns %1 ] %2 whenever a generator in �2 violates an equation in �1.

Hence, the polyhedron % is computed only when %1 and %1]%2 have the same affine
dimension (see [6, Proposition 6]). Also note that, in case 2 above, the computed
result can be more precise than the one obtained using Eqn. (5) or Eqn. (6).

time/operations %1 Oa %2 %1 Ob %2 %1 Oc %2 Oa/Ob Oa/Oc
cumulative time 163 ms 287 ms 19 ms 0.57 8.58
scalar products 808078 1153298 131482 0.70 6.15
linear combinations 42527 70162 4456 0.61 9.54
bitset operations 5881982 8556088 106031 0.69 5.55

Table 4 Efficiency comparison for variations of standard widening on CP=

In Table 4 we summarize the results of an experimental evaluation (using a
modified version of the PPLite library) where we compare the efficiency of the
operators Oa, Ob and Oc; note that the use of operator Oa faithfully describes an
implementation satisfying the alternative specification of Definition 2. The reader
is warned that we are describing a synthetic efficiency comparison, having little
statistical value: usually, a rather small fraction of the overall execution time of static
analysis tools is spent computing widenings. In our synthetic test, we consider 70
pairs of randomly generated, fully dimensional closed polyhedra in a vector space

8 This is the join used in the domain of template polyhedra [46], also called constraint hull.
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of dimension 5 (each polyhedron is obtained by adding 5 random rays to a randomly
generated bounded box). For each pair, we compute the widenings according to the
three implementations, keeping track of the overall elapsed time; note that the three
widenings always compute identical results. We also repeat the test with a modified
implementation that tracks the number of low level operations (scalar products,
linear combinations and bitwise operations on saturation vectors) executed during
the computations of the widenings. Table 4 shows that, on these benchmarks, the
ad hoc classical widening Oc is able to significantly improve the efficiency of Oa. In
contrast, forOb (which is based on the weak join operator) we obtain a slowdown; this
is due to the fact that, after efficiently computing the constraint system for %1 tw %2,
the conversion procedure is implicitly invoked to obtain the corresponding generator
system (which is required by the current implementation of Ostd).

5.2 A note on the unusual widening specifications

Our recommendation is meant for tools following the mainstream approach to Ab-
stract Interpretation. In particular, we are assuming that the computational ordering
is identical to the approximation ordering. The rather unusual case of distinct or-
derings v� and �� has been first considered in [19, Proposition 6.20]: in this case,
non-standard hypotheses on the widening operator make sure that the approximation
relation U(28) �� 08 holds for each corresponding pair of concrete and abstract
iterates (these properties can then be transferred to the fixpoint).

The decision tree abstract domain proposed in [49], which can be used to prove
conditional termination of programs, is an interesting specific example of a domain
distinguishing the computational and approximation ordering. The corresponding
widening operator, however, matches none of the specifications above: neither Def-
inition 1, nor Definition 2, nor [19, Proposition 6.20]. As discussed in [49], when
using this widening operator, the approximation relation U(28) �� 08 on the inter-
mediate concrete and abstract iterates does not generally hold: the analysis can only
ensure the correct over-approximation of the concrete fixpoint.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that widely adopted open-source abstract domain libraries and AI
engines assume slightly different specifications for widening operators, possibly
leading to AI tool crashes or more subtle, hidden safety issues. This problem can be
solved by systematically adopting a fixed and hence uniform widening specification.
Based on our investigation, the best option is to stick to the classical widening
specification of [16, 17], as it enjoys the following properties:

• it is the default one taught in Abstract Interpretation courses and tutorials;
• it avoids all safety issues;
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• it can be more precise than the alternative one (for non-lattice domains);
• its implementations can be as efficient as (or even more efficient than) those
based on the alternative one.
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